POINT OF SALE

THE SUITE
Store Management Suite (SMS) is a client-based software solution that
provides regional and national retailers with seamless, integrated management
of the back office, corporate office, warehouse and all aspects of the retail
enterprise. The suite contains modules that are typically outsourced, and
ensures all necessary data is shared when, how, and with whom needs it. Instant
connectivity, anywhere in the enterprise, on any connected device, is reality.

THE OFFER
SMS offers the most advanced, most adaptable transactions engine in the
industry today. The front end module is fast and flexible, safe and easy to
use. It offers more ways to sell product, provides more transactional details for
superior reporting capabilities, and provides tighter security measures to aid in
loss prevention.
The POS is flexible enough to support multiple input combinations within the
same environment, plus user interfaces can easily be customized for look and
desired flow. Multi-layered menu options are available for drill down capabilities,
and the system is fully capable of bidirectional communication from within a
transaction. Such integration offers virtually unlimited possibilities with third
party applications, including loyalty and data collection services.
The seamless and fully integrated pricing and promotions engines offer
unparalleled possibilities too. Now, true transaction based promotions are not
only possible, but easier to implement and control, with no cashier intervention
required.

POINT OF SALE

SELLING

COUPONS

»»Hardware agnostic
»»Fully customizable HTML5 POS screens
»»Sell items by UPC, vendor code, or alternate code
»»Support unlimited alternate codes
»»Search by description or sub-department
»»Programmable flip charts for image based search
»»Programmable & sorted receipts
»»Print barcodes on suspended sales
»»Print barcodes on receipt for review or refunds
»»Monitor price modifications during transaction
»»Customer & item maintenance at POS
»»Cost plus options for all or specific customers
»»Fully programmable advertising screen
»»Open sell by department or sub-department
»»100 programmable payment keys
»»Multiple currency payments with specific rates
»»Graphic images of items & departments
»»Price verification function, with weight & tax
»»Meets operating requirements of 24-hour stores
»»Rain check printing
»»Supports encoded cost entry
»»Supports automatic bottle link
»»Quantity entry before scan, or any time after
»»Price modifications on any previous item
»»Scroll back to any line for modification
»»7 tax rates, including VAT
»»Print stub receipts for items not found, with alerts
»»Web & local advertising on customer screen
»»Web & local advertising on screen saver
»»Print summarized or detailed savings on receipt
»»No end of day (EOD) close out required
»»Layaway registration, payments, & management
»»Rent tools or videos

»»Store coupons scanned or keyed
»»Vendor coupons scanned or keyed
»»Vendor coupons with item matching & BOGO
»»Double coupons, or any factor
»»Full support for GS1/Databar coupons
»»Triggered coupon printing
»»Electronic coupons printed or used during sale
»»Complex coupon scenarios using multiple criteria
»»Bundled final price promotions & combos
»»Coupons can be fixed dollars or percentages
»»Percentage can be on specific item or general
»»Coupons can be buy X get Y
»»Coupons are customer or customer level specific
»»Randomize for sweepstakes & instant winners

DISCOUNTS

»»Multiple percent, dollar & item discounts
»»Proportional & global discounts
»»Point & general customer discounts
»»Sub-department & specific customer discounts
»»Discount recalculation any time during transaction
»»Contract pricing by customer

SECURITY
»»Login using optional passwords
»»Age verification
»»Min & max limit on each operation, like tender,
refund, corrections
»»Min & max for complete transaction
»»Limit item quantity by transaction
»»All menus are adapted to operator access level
»»Control each function by user level
»»Electronic journal tracking
»»Cashier monitoring
»»Deposit warnings for cashier & manager

NETWORKING
»»Each lane runs with its own independent database
»»Mailbox system provides clean communication
between lanes & server
»»Multi-terminal suspend & resume
»»Stop same login on several lanes
»»Real time access to the customer info & balance
»»Customer data can be located on POS, back
office, or corporate host
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